[The planning of action: can one separate attention from intention?].
Attention and motor preparation are two intimately linked processes. However, they can be dissociated in the laboratory in order to study their neuronal basis. Behavioral neurophysiology has thus shown that neurons that discharge in relation with attention or with motor preparation (or intention) exist in a variety of brain regions in the monkey, especially the prefrontal and premotor cortices. When examined more carefully, these two regions appear different in both the proportion of cells that respond during attention versus intention, and in the information coded in the so-called "preparatory activity". This activity reflects sensory selection in the prefrontal cortex (spatial attention/memory), motor selection in the premotor cortex. Furthermore, two regions in the dorsal aspect of premotor cortex can be distinguished on the basis of their relative involvement in attention: a rostral (anterior) region, functionally close to prefrontal cortex, and a caudal one, which appears functionally close to motor cortex. Using an experimental design derived from monkey experiments, a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study recently indicated that the functional specialization within the premotor cortex is similar in monkey and man.